Variable Evaporator Fan Speeds
Fan-coil evaporators are used in most industrial cold
storage applications. These evaporator fans are
rarely speed controlled, running either at full speed
or cycling on/off as required. Evaporator fan motor
power constitutes a continuous heat load on the cool
room which in turn, is an additional load on the
refrigeration plant.

TECHNOLOGY
In many situations, the evaporator fan power is a
major part of the overall cooling load on a cold
space, especially during off-peak periods.
Furthermore, on many sites, evaporator fans run
unnecessarily at full speed, even at low cold store
loads. By varying the fan speeds to suit load, energy
savings are possible, given that the fan power and
associated heat introduced to the room are reduced.
Reduction in fan speed is directly proportional to
evaporator capacity. However, fan power
requirement is directly proportional to the cube of its
speed. I.e. reducing fan speed by 20% reduces fan
power by approximately 50%. Hence considerable
energy savings are achievable by variable
evaporator fan speeds. In applications using
multiple evaporators, this operation is best achieved
by simultaneously varying the speed of all
evaporator fans to suit the load, so as to ensure
uniform air distribution in the cold store.
NB: The concept of variable evaporator fan speed
control is not necessarily applicable to blast freezing
as evaporator fans may need to run at full air flow

regardless of product throughout.

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
The following equipment is required:
 Variable speed drives for the evaporator
fans – typically one VSD per evaporator.
The VSD would control all fans of the
evaporator unit and hence needs to be
sized for the maximum amps that could be
drawn when all fans run at full speed.
 Sufficient programming capability in the
control system to facilitate effective speed
control logic.

PLANT BENEFITS
 Considerable reduction in fan power by
slight reduction in fan speed.
 Reduced load in the cold store due to
reduced heat introduced into the rooms by
the slower running fans and hence energy
savings due to reduced refrigeration
requirements.
 Variable speed operation provides good
control of room temperature at low load as
opposed to fan cycling.

The achievable annual savings depend on:

ACHIEVABLE SAVINGS
Figure 1 illustrates the fan power savings with
respect to room load due to installation of variable
speed drives on evaporator fans. As the graph
indicates, the savings are greatest at low room
loads. The horizontal line between loads of 10% and
50% indicates that a minimum fan speed of 50% has
been considered in the modelling, which is typical for
most evaporator fans.
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Figure 1: Fan power savings with room load
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